
Planting  
Strong rootS  
for a HealtHy 

retirement



as a plan sponsor, you understand the important 

role your benefits play in maintaining happy, 

productive employees. We understand that, too.

that’s why we take a very hands-on approach 

to employee education. if your employees don’t 

understand the retirement plan and how the 

decisions they make today will impact them down 

the road, the plan won’t meet its goals.

Just like trees have a root system to keep them 

grounded, we try to keep your participants 

grounded by allowing them to contact us directly, 

any time. We value them, because they are, after 

all, our reason for being.

At Atlanta  
Retirement Partners,  
people come first.
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What could Atlanta Retirement 
Partners do that might help to 
improve your plan participant’s 
retirement outcomes? 

Managing a retirement plan is complex because everyone’s financial story is different. As a plan 

decision maker, your actions affect every eligible employee. You have a great responsibility. For many 

of your coworkers, this retirement plan is their primary accumulation vehicle to save for retirement.  

yet, over 50% of american’s have less than $10,000 saved for retirement.i We feel that by following 

these three steps, we are giving you the gardening tools to improve retirement futures.   

3 Ways to get Started 

Plant, Water, and Fertilize  

3.
Host regular 
retirement 
education meetings 
for your employees 

1.
Strategies to 
optimize your  
Plan Design  

2.
Partner with a 
fiduciary advisor 

i. EBRI Retirement Confidence Survey, 2013.
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Plant
master gardeners understand that the soil 

composition is essential to planting success.  The 

same is true for the retirement plan.  Layering 

the right mix of employee incentives, behavioral 

inertia, and design flexibility is paramount to a 

healthy plan.  However, thoughtful plan design 

is often overlooked because of its out of sight 

nature.   at atlanta retirement Partners, we are 

seasoned veterans that will work with you, in 

cultivating a design that is both cost effective and 

maximizes participant engagement.  

Overcoming this challenge takes a deep 

understanding of plan design, strategy, and 

financial behavior. It also takes a commitment 

to educating employees. Atlanta Retirement 

Partners brings you both. We specialize in 

plan design optimization, and can help you use 

your designated retirement plan dollars more 

effectively to move employees closer to their 

retirement goals. 

For example, in the average plan, 77% of the 

eligible participants contribute and their 

average deferral rate is 6%.ii By adopting 

auto-enrollment, on average, 91% of enrolled 

participants stayed in the plan and contributed 

more than 6%. iii Almost 7 out of 10 plan 

sponsors view plan participant rates as a 

measure of plan success, and by adopting this 

one feature, on average, you could improve 

plan participation by 14%.  Imagine a gardeners 

surprise if they could improve their growth by 

14% by changing one small element!     

Optimize your Plan Design

Increase 
partIcIpatIon

77% 91%

7 out of 10  
Plan Sponsors say participation 
rates measure plan success 

ii.   2014 PLANSPSONSOR Survey, All Industries
iii.  The Principal Financial Group. Data based on a combination of 42,806 participants opting out of Automatic Enrollment or Automatic Increase 

as of April 25, 2013, and 65,662 opting in to Principal Step Ahead Retirement OptionSM as of April 31, 2013.
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Water
As a plan sponsor and fiduciary, you have 

a specific obligation to your company’s 

retirement plan participants. it is imperative 

that plan fiduciaries understand their Employee 

retirement income Security act 

(eriSa) responsibilities 

and adhere to 

appropriate standards 

of conduct; much 

like a gardener has 

to understand exactly 

how much water each 

plant needs to grow. 

Under eriSa, plan 

sponsor fiduciaries 

are held to the highest 

standards when it comes to making investment 

selections available for retirement plan 

participants. 

atlanta retirement Partners provides 

you with experienced advice about 

managing your retirement 

plan.  We follow a four step 

process to help you with your 

financial responsibilities. As 

plan advisors, we sit on the 

same side of the legal table 

with respect to investment 

monitoring and advice.  We 

help you make real decisions that 

seek to create better retirement 

plan outcomes.  

Partner with a fiduciary advisor 

* fi360 Fiduciary Quality Management System

Organize*

implement

formalizemonitor 
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Fertilize 
Often overlooked, fertilizing the plant once it 

is in the ground, is just as important as regular 

watering. Also, for many employees, they forget 

about the maintenance of their plans.  they 

let their retirement plan account do its thing, 

whereas, they should regularly check, monitor, 

and review their information.  financial lives 

change and it is important to have a regular 

dose of fertilizer to keep the plan on track. a 

watchful eye, and the right fertilizer, can make 

the difference between a short harvest and a 

lifetime of fruit.  

That might sound like a lot of work, but at 

atlanta retirement Partners we work around 

your schedule and offer flexible hours to 

accommodate most employee calendars.  We 

believe that if we all work hard -  we should have 

the opportunity to retire.  

for your plan participants, we will help create a 

plan/policy for employee retirement education 

and enrollment.  We conduct group meetings 

in addition to scheduling ‘one on one’ time with 

plan participants to ensure employees are getting 

the most from their plan.  Following education 

efforts, we measure results, and then, work with 

the plan sponsors to design and implement 

ongoing educational efforts.   Our team also 

assists employees with rollovers into the plan, 

and provides transition support for terminated 

and retiring employees.

Host Retirement Planning Meetings for Your Employees 

1 OuT OF 2  
AMERICANS FEEL 
uNPREPARED  
FOR RETIREMENTIV  

Industry experts recommend  
10 – 15% annual saving rate IX

Are behind schedule  
in saving for retirement V 

Of households have 
less than $25,000 
in total savings and 
investments VI

Nearly 80 percent of full-
time workers have access 
to employer-sponsored 
retirement plans Vii

Of retirement plans offer auto-
enrollment, yet the average auto-
enrollment rate is just 3%  VIII 

60% 80%

10-15%40%

70%

iv.  Fidelity Retirement Savings Assessment, https://www.fidelity.com/bin-public/060_www_fidelity_com/documents/picture-of-americas-retirement-readiness.pdf
v.  EBRI Retirement Confidence Survey, 2013.
vi.  EBRI.org, March 2012. No. 369. The 2012 Retirement Confidence Survey: Job Insecurity, Debt Weigh on Retirement Confidence, Savings. http://www.ebri.org/pdf/

surveys/rcs/2012/EBRI_IB_03-2012_No369_RCS.pdf 
vii.   DOL Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employee Benefits in the united States, Table 1, “Civilian Population,” July 17, 2013 http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/ebs2.pdf
viii.  2014 PLANSPSONSOR Survey, All Industries
ix.  CNN, ultimate Guide to Retirement: How much should I save?,  http://money.cnn.com/retirement/guide/basics_basics.moneymag/index7.htm 
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the retirement plan you provide plays a critical 

role in your employees’ ability to retire. it may 

also help you meet your organizational goals, by 

attracting and retaining top-notch talent.

the plan should be an asset, and not a 

source of stress. Let us help with the design, 

implementation, investment strategy, and 

monitoring of this important employee benefit.

We are more than investment advisors; we are 

facilitators, educators and optimizers. Our goal? 

to ensure your employees are retirement ready.

With nearly 20 years of experience in this 

specialized market, atlanta retirement 

Partners has served hundreds of employers and 

thousands of employees in various industries in 

the Southeast. 

As a young man, David Griffin, AIF®, C(k)P®, 

knew that his eventual career would need to 

include two elements: working with people and 

working with finance. After earning his BBA 

at terry School of Business at the University 

of Georgia, David spent seven years working 

on the institutional side of the retirement plan 

industry for some of the top 401(k) providers in 

the country. 

in 2008, David founded national retirement, 

LLC to exclusively serve institutional retirement 

plans as an advisor.  now, as atlanta retirement 

Partners, David’s financial firm is recognized 

by clients for their experience, dedication, 

and expertise. David is also recognized for 

working directly with plan participants, which 

tremendously improves plan participation and 

plan success rates.

We believe there is a thoughtful way to simplify 

retirement and help more people retire with 

dignity.  At the same time, we are passionate 

about helping plan sponsors follow a consistent 

fiduciary process, while aligning company goals 

with employee needs.  

about atlanta retirement Partners 

To learn more about planting strong 
roots for a healthy retirement, 
contact us today!



Atlanta Retirement Partners 

200 Ashford Center North Suite 400 

atlanta, ga 30338

(404) 814-0141

info@atlantaretirementpartners.com

www.atlantaretirementpartners.com 

Securities and Advisory services offered through 
LPL Financial, a Registered Investment Advisor, 

Member FINRA / SIPC.


